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Your room is cleaned up while you are out.
More comfortable than you would imagine.
While you are away from home for business or something else, 
our staff cleans up your room quickly. At your request, we will 
get your laundry back from the cleaner or off the line.

Cleaning up your room while you are out, with your extra key entrusted 
to us in advance.

There are many convenient services other than cleaning.

From shirts/suits to futons/curtains

Leather shoes, sneakers and boots cleaned and polished

Prepared food, made mainly of vegetables, replenished in the 
refrigerator for heating in the microwave oven.

Healthy menus cooked mainly with vegetables

Everyday wear and underwear washed, neatly folded and delivered.
Just leave your laundry in a plastic bag (weighing 3-4 kg) at the 
entrance.

Please refer to the separate price list for extra fees for such services.

Quick living room cleaning

Quick kitchen cleaning

Restroom cleaning

Organizing the stuff on tables and wiping them with washcloth
Organizing bits and pieces and papers scattered around
Floor cleaning with a Quickle Wiper

Putting futons, sheets and pillows in order

Putting trash in the trash boxes in a disposal bag
Take the trash out (if there is a trash collection site accessible 
around the clock)

Cleaning toilet bowls using toilet detergents

Cleaning bathtubs using bath detergents
Your choice

※ Dishwashing not included in quick kitchen cleaning

※ The optional service requires a separate contract from that of the basic service.

Bathroom cleaning

Taking the trash out Bed making

Hotel-like Plan

Basic Service

Restroom cleaning

Bathroom cleaning

Home-delivery laundry

Home-delivery cleaning

Home-delivery shoe shining

Supper preparationFood replenishment

Quick living room 
cleaning

Taking the trash 
out

Bed making

Home-delivery cleaning

Home-delivery laundry

Home-delivery shoe 
polishing

Food replenishment

Supper preparation

Cleaning bathtubs using bath detergents
Drain outlet cleaning
Bath floor cleaning

Cleaning toilet bowls using toilet detergents
Floor cleaning

Cleaning kitchen sinks and the floors in front of them
Cleaning triangular sink tidies and drain outlets

Cleaning plan for the plumbed-in areas

Bathroom 
cleaning

Quick kitchen 
cleaning

Putting trash in the trash boxes in a disposal bag
Take the trash out (if there is a trash collection site accessible 
around the clock)

Taking the trash 
out

Restroom 
cleaning

※ You can choose either futon drying/rice cooking service, or restroom/bathroom cleaning 
service.

Optional Service

Room Keeping 
Service

Room Keeping 
Service

Enjoy hotel-like comfort at home

×

If you are interested in our services…

Prices for the basic service for each room type are listed below:
1Room/1K(1 Room Kitchen) 　        ・・・・　\2,760/service (tax included)
1LDK (1 Living Dining Kitchen)  　 ・・・・　\4,760/service (tax included)

The basic service is available on the day of the week specific to the apartment where you are 
staying. 

Please confirm this information yourself beforehand.You are requested to make a reservation 
no later than a week before the date of service. Depending on our reservation status, we 
may not be able to provide our services on the day you requested. We will appreciate your 
understanding on this.

Your application should be made after carefully reading the terms of service in a separate 
sheet.

Service fees for the basic service should be paid in advance by means of a bank transfer. The 
bank transfer should be completed no later than three days before the date of service. If we 
don't see your payment confirmed two days before the date of service, our service will not be 
provided.

Cancellation made no later than three days before the date will incur no cancellation fee. 
Cancellation made later than that will incur a cancellation fee equivalent to 100% of the basic 
service fee.

Since our basic and optional services are provided while you are out, your extra key should 
be entrusted to us in advance. To avoid potential trouble, please keep your valuables locked 
up.

You are requested to set aside consumables (such as detergents and trash bags) necessary 
for our basic and optional services.

The basic service provides cleaning as much as can be finished within about 30 
minutes/service (about 60 minutes for 1LDK). Depending on the condition of your room 
(littered, dirty, etc.), there may be cases where we are unable to provide the services as 
described in our pamphlet. 

The basic service is also available as periodic plans by the month. Service fees for such plans 
are as follows:

1R 1K ---- \1,980/service, \7,920/month (4 weeks), or \9,900/month (5 weeks)
1LDK ---- \3,980/service, \15,920/month (4 weeks), or \19,900/month (5 weeks)
※Tax included in all the fees described here.
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※ This service is operated by IENONAKA Co., Ltd (Tel: 03-6268-9359).

Inquiries:


